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Abstract 
Neuromorphic engineering is the stud y and emulation or neural sensory and control 
structures fo und in the natural world. Currently a significant research focus in thi s field. 
and indeed. in engi neering at large. is the research of robotic walking platforms - an ideal 
application for artificial neural controllers. 
To de ign such neuromorphic controllers. significant knowledge is needed of the robotic 
context to which they wi ll be app li ed. The focus of this research is to explore the 
relationship between the mechanical design of a robot. and its resultant walking 
proficiency. 
A neuromorphi c controll er utili zi ng Nervous networks was constructed. and embedded 
into a typical & useful mechatronic context. This consists of a simple walking platform. 
of a type common ly used in ervou s network resea rch . This robot was used to provide 
intuition and a reference point for development of a si mulation for empirical testing. 
A physical simu lati on of the mechanical con te.\t \\3 developed. allo\,ing for the 
explorati on or its behaviour. particu larly\\ ith regard to the type or \\alking ··caused .. b) 
the integration or an appropriate ervous net\\Ork control ler. 
To evaluate the behavioural fitness of thi s conte.\t in various configurations. empirical 
simulations \\ere run using the developed simu lati on. and heuri stic results derived to 
develop optimized parameters for causing \,alking behaviours in the studi ed conte.\t. 
Further simulations \Vere then run to eva luation the el'ticacy of these developed heu ri stics. 
From these simulations & e.\plorations. the presence of an identifiable --critical point 
phenomenon .. in the interaction between the robot" s legs was demonstrated. This critical 
point was then used for parameter extraction; further si mulation demonstrated that 
parameters extracted from thi s critical point provided near-optimal walking behaviour 
from the robot in a variety of leg topologies. 
These resu lts provide significant knowledge and intuition for designers of quadrupeda l 
walking platforms. particularl y tho e driven from Nervous network derived 
neuromorphic controllers. Implementation of these results in such a robot ic platform wi ll 
provide useful new "'real world" data. a llowing the developed models & heuri stics to be 
further refi ned. 
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I: General Introduction 
1 General Introduction 
1.1 Aim 
Thi s Masters thesi s will explore and investigate. in s i111ulation. the influence of various 
factors in the design of a neuro111orphic walker"s mechanical context on the robot"s 
walking behaviour. through a fusion or 111echatronic and neuro111orphic engineering 
techniques. 
1.2 Introduction 
Robotic walking has been a 111uch pursued field of stud y for 111any yea rs 110\\. for a wide 
variet) of research aims. and fro111 the perspective or a broad spectrum or di sci plines. 
both within engineering. and as part of the\\ icier study of' science (Paulsen. 2004). This 
project will focus on a particular subset or the possibilities for robotic ,\alking offered by 
the fields of mechatronic s and neuromorphics. applied through the perspective of BEAM 
design philosophy. 
The particular robot design to be used. to be detailed in section 2: Robotic Platform. is a 
si mple quadrupedal walker driven b) t\\O motors.\\ ith the control provided by a nervous 
network. or v-net. Nervous networks are a type or art i ticial neuronal system that has 
not yet been explored widely . Despite their successful implementation across dozens of 
robotic designs. academic investigation into their properties and behaviour has been 
scarce, due in part to the underdeveloped theory currently underlying their operation 
(Tilden, 1997). 
Many of the design philosophies applicable to the design and research of systems using 
thi s type of neuronal network (to be outlined in section 1.4: Design Approaches) espouse 
the usage of tightly integrated multi-disciplinary techniques. And indeed, due to the 
"bounded chaos'· nature of Nv-nets (Tilden, 1997), it is very difficult to abstractly 
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understand how a robot des igned with such a controller will react and behave in the 
.. fractal environment'' of the rea l world (Rietman et al., 2003). 
As such. the author proposes that much meaningful research into the behaviour of v-
ncts will require them to be embedded into .. environmental interfaces·· - robots or other 
similar systems that provide the network with an environment to interact with , be 
stimulated by. and respond/react to. One of the simplest such situations developed is a 
small. two-motor. quadrupedal wa lker. This design has been used extensively by both 
researchers and amateur roboti cists. but also has a poorl y developed theoretical 
underpinning. 
This can significantl y complicate the study of the Nv-net" s behaviour in thi s contex t. and 
thus it is necessary to fac ilitate better causal isolation between the influence of the 
contro ller upon the robot' s behaviou r. and the in fl uence of the mechanical geometry on 
the robot" s behaviour. This study intends to explore the influence of the mechanical 
platfo rm of such robots. from a geometrical perspective. in the hopes of providing a 
better defined platform and context within which more ded icated Nv-net research can 
take place. 
1.3 Robotic Walking 
In recent years. a major focus of study within the fi eld of mobile roboti cs has been the 
study and developmelll of perambulatory robots - robots that employ legs as their 
primary means of locomotion (Wahde & Petterson. 2002). Many of these robots draw at 
least minimal inspiration fro m the natu ra l world. and are deve loped fo r a wide variety of 
applications and moti vations. 
Current research into walk ing and legged robots is dri ven by a wide vari ety o f 
moti vations. but some generalizations can be drawn. One very common such --high 
level'" goal is to produce robots that are able to operate within the same environment and 
··task domain·· as humans. An excell ent example of this is Honda·s ASIMO ro bot. which 
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appears very human-like. and has demonstrated the ability to climb up and down stairs. as 
well as natural-looking walking behaviour (Hirai et al.. 1998). 
Such an approach aim s for severa l advantages. in particular the ab ility of the robot to use 
equipment and facilities designed ori ginall y fo r human u c. Although thi a lso extend s 
significantl y to the manipul ators etc ... or the robot. the legged locomotion system is also 
a very important consideration when developing robots towards thi s aim . Any robot 
expected to work in such environments will need to be capable of handling stairs. 
avoidance of moving ob tacles (i.e. humans) in natTO\\ passages. and ideall y be ab le to 
dea l with sitting and standing at workstation designed for hum an use. a ll ,, hil e 
maintaining its ba lance. 
Li u ct. al (2007) note that. 111 addition to thi s. legged robots designed to operate in 
outdoor environments ho ld significant advantages over equi va lent wheeled/tracked 
designs. Particularl y. a ,,al king robot requi res onl::, to make contact,, ith discrete po ints 
of the environment in orde r to move. ,,hercas a whee led robot requi res a safe. cont in uous 
path to ac hieve motion bct ,, een t\\O points. In rough terrain. thi can signiticantl) limit 
the number or potential path s l"or a ,,hee led robot. or may present no traversable path at 
all : a legged robot would ho,, ever have the ab ility to eva luate a path as a disc rete series 
of sa fe ··stepping stones·· th at ,, ere within the capabilities of its walking mechani sm and 
contro ll er. 
Further to this. another major rationale fo r the research of humanoid wa lking robots. is to 
learn and understand more about how the hum an body dea ls with walking. Most human s 
learn to wa lk very earl y in their li fe. and wi th the excepti on of severe neura l or muscul ar 
damage. rarely strugg le wi th or lose thi s ability until we ll into old age (G uralnik, et. Al.. 
200 I). By conducting research into what a ll ows a robot to wa lk. we thu s gain further 
insight into the internal s and control techniques that allow human to walk so intuitively; 
thi s in turn will result in new techniques and viewpoints for the deve lopment of robotic 
walking systems (Paluska, 2000). 
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At a somewhat simpler level, and perhaps more useful in the sho11 term, is the similar 
pursuit of walking systems mode led of insects, arachnids. and s imple quadrupeds such as 
li zards or salamanders (Long Jr. , J. H .. 2007). As the neuromuscular complexity of these 
organisms is much less than that of a human. these studies offer the opportunity for more 
immediately accessible insight, and thus provide c lues and inspiration for the pu rsuit of 
understanding regarding bio logical walking movement. 
1.4 Design Approaches 
As robotics is both a diverse and rapidly-evolving field of engineering. a wide variety of 
approaches and phi losophies have been applied to robotic design. 
1.4.1 Classical 
Classical robotics is used here as a rather broad term. but in essence refers to the 
prevai ling design philosophy fo r a significant proport ion of the .. Age of Robotics"' - the 
process of mathematically modeling the robotic mechanism in question, and using thi s 
model to produce analytical control expressions that can be used to determine the joint 
angles required of a mechanism to reach a certain position or stance (Goldenberg. 1985). 
This approach has been used successfu ll y in many areas of robotics. and patticu larl y the 
field of industri al robotics. where robotic manipulators are required to perform a 
consistent seri es of algorithmic steps many times over. 
In thi s situation. the abi lity to apply rapidly calculable mathematica l equations to 
compute the robot actuations required to fu lfill a particular a lgorithmic step provides a 
simple and reliable system. The most common analytical method app lied to such tasks is 
that of Inverse Kinematics. Kinematics is the study of motion. and by apply ing its 
methods to a robot, it is tri vial to develop an equation that can express the position and 
ori entation of an end effector as a function of its actuator angles. The In verse Kinematic 
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model of a robot. however. attempts to express the actuator angles of a robot as a function 
of the position and orien tation of the end-effector (Go ldenberg et. al. . 1985). 
Add itionall y. many robots operate in situations where. despite the repeatability or the 
overa ll task. small vari ances may occur between iterations of a task. such as picking fruit 
from a conveyo r belt (Corke. 1994). Thi s necessi tates add itional computational 
capability in the robot to calculate. with the a id of relevant input data provided from 
sensors (such as video cameras. for the fruit picking example). the modification s to the 
algorithm· s defined motion paths and operations to a llO\\ the robot to adapt. 
The generat ion o f dynamic paths. however. rap idly becomes more complex as DOFs are 
introduced to the system . or if constrai nt s or motion paths are app lied to the individual 
links compos ing the roboti c system. rather th an just the end effecto r (Shill er & 
Dubowsky. 1989). The primary cause for thi s increase in co mputational burden is 
because the system can no longer choose an) available pa th to move the end-effec tor in a 
partic ul ar \\·ay - it must 11 0 \\ eva luate a motion path th at is subject to strict constrai11ts. 
and may even require backtracking of some _joints. To ex press thi s another \\'3) -
although fewer choices are no\\' avai lable to the system. the computati onal burden is 
increased simpl y because a choice must no\\ be made. 
Veering away some\\hat from industrial robotics. the above principle particular!) comes 
into effect in th e development of robots to interact or work in environments where 
humans are s ignifi cantl y present. Robots must be ab le to accurate ly sense and rap idl y 
adapt to human presence within their operating domain. as many robots are capab le of 
harming a human being within their normal operatin g cycle (Ikuta et. a l.. 2003). 
While these problems require seri ous des ign consideration in fi xed robots. the difficulties 
they can cause increase by an order of magn itude when facto red into the development of 
mob ile walking robots. As a wa lking robot moves. joints must not onl y be actuated such 
as to effect the robot 's mot ion. they must also be managed to keep the robot balanced 
(Pratt, 2000). 
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To th is end. extensive onboard processing must be done to evaluate the robof s position 
and motion relative to its env ironment. and to thus produce a series of rea l-time 
movements that w ill allow the robot to remain upright in the environment, whi le 
achieving the movement goals required of it. McGeer ( 1990) refers to the di fferentiation 
between static and dynamic wa lking - static walking operates off a cycle of step-balance-
plan. whereas dynamic wa lking involves continuous movement without pauses between 
steps for planning and/or balancing. Dynamic walking is particularl y employed by robots 
that attempt to employ the natu ral phys ical dynamics of their mechanism to assist them in 
wa lking, as pausing w ith each step wou ld disrupt the flow of their motions. 
While some of the most capable walk ing robots in the world , such as Honda·s ASIMO 
(Advanced Step in Innovative Mobility) robot. are developed and control led using this 
model, signi ficant processing power and development time is required to support 
perambulatory motion in th is context (Chestnutt et. al.. 2005). 
1.4.2 Mechatronic 
Mechatronics as an engineering disc ipline primari ly evolved out of Electromechanical 
engineering during the 1970s, however it exhibits signi ficant philosophica l di fferences 
(Comerford. 1994). Mechatron ics places a higher emphasis on integration of 
technologies. part icularly between the so ftware. mechanica l and electronic engineering. 
and thus attempts to create a fie ld of engineering that is intrinsically multi-disciplinary: a 
diagram expressing this discip linary fusion is shovvn in Figure I be lo,, . 
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Fig:ure I : Mechatroni cs Overview 
Thi s emphas is on systems integration b.), mechatronics lends itself ,,ell to the design or 
all types of robots. including mob il e ··intelligent" robotic age nts. It is thus diflicult to 
define particular 3 :-;amples or Mechatronic robot ics project. as al most all robotic research 
could be classified. to some extent or another. as an e:-;erci se in mechatronics (Ferretti. et. 
al.. 2004 ). 
1.4.3 Neuromorphic 
euromorphic resea rch is primaril y categorized by the emulation and imitati on of neural 
and sensory systems from natural organisms. A major theme in recent neuromorphic 
research has been the development of --neural'· ensors that attempt to perceive & process 
information and stimuli in a imilar fashion to equi va lent biological sensors (i.e. sensory 
organs) (Bains, 2004). 
A typical example of such research is the work of etter (2004) in designing and 
implementing a neuromorphic equivalent of a tl y' s eye. The developed sensor' s 
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perception is highly pi x ilated (much like the image received by a fl y's compound eye). 
however it is able to perform high level feature identification in real time. " ithout the aid 
of a D P or microprocessor. Figure 2 below shows an example of the output generated 
by thi s en or. 
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Figure 2: Output from a Neuromorphic aVLS I Implementation o f a Fly's eye (Netter, 2004) 
In ··true·· neuromorphic fashion. this en or not on ly emulate the timulu collection 
method (a low-resolution array of grayscale cnsors). but al o the st imulus proce sing 
technique and the information transmission protocol from the target organ i m. 
While much research ha indeed been focused on the study & development of this type of 
··arti ficial sensory organ ... t\\ O other ignificant avenue of re earch are ob erved by the 
author in current literature. A s opposed to the experimental & practica l implementati on 
research being pursued towards neura l sensor technologies. a significant body of research 
has been performed to develop the enabling technolog) of aVL I (Analogue Ver) Large 
ca le Integration) as wel l : indeed. the field of neuromorphi cs developed out of research 
in this area (M ead. 1990) 
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Although Tilden has demonstrated the potential to mass-produce neuromorphic machines 
using di screte components (Hyrnkiw & T ilden . 2002). implementing neuromorphic 
system s in aVLSI has significant advantages. particularly in terms of miniaturi siation 
(a llowing for smaller system s which require less power to operate) and mass production 
(making such systems viable for everyday app li cation). Addit ionally. the ab ility to create 
abstracted. modular. aVLS I --organs·· that can be used as discrete processing components 
is also popular among neuromorphic researchers ( l--laefli ger. 2005. Vogelstein et. al.. 
2004). 
1.4.4 Biomorphic 
Strong ly related to neurornorphic engineering. biomorphic eng 1neer111g invo lves 
considering an enti re organi sm. ra ther th an focusing on the neural and sensor) elements 
thereoL as shown in Figure 3 (S mith . 200 I ). T he name is a reference to ··bio logica l 
morph ology .. - morph ology being the study of shape and fo rm . and biology referring to 
natural organ isms - thus the engineering stud) or bio logical organisms in their ent iret) . 
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Figure 3: An Overview of Biomorphic Robotics (Smith, 2001) 
There exists considerable overlap in neuromorphic & biomorphic research. making it 
difficult sometimes to distinguish between the two fields. As such. the term 
·'neuromorphic" is used relativel y loosely throughout this thesis, referring not only to 
biomorphism & neuromorphism as engineering disciplines, but also to the concept of 
biomimetism (engineering imitating nature) as a whole. 
This confusion exists partly due to the fact that any biomorphic design wi ll inherently 
incorporate neuromorphic elements, as any biological organism inherentl y contains a 
neural component. An example of a typical biomorphic research project is Rodriguez' 
(et. al., 2006, 2006) work with deriving biomorphic designs from Cofeoptera 
Scarabaidae, a type of scarab beetle. 
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Rodriguez· team constructed a robot closely imitating the morphology of the scarab 
beetle. and developed a controller to imitate its walking gai ts and behaviour. The were 
able to use this model to then explore the changes that a sca rab· s ··,,·alking controller .. 
had to implement in order to effect proticicnt locomoti on across a wide variet) or terrain 
types. as well as providing comparative studies of the relative performance of traditional 
control systems and locomotion platforms. 
In simulating such organi sms. it is thus po sib le to ga in considerable and va luable insight 
into the engineering design or the natural ,vorld: our ability to imitate these natural 
sensory & mechanica l systems is gravving rapidl y due to concerted biomimetic research. 
allo,,ing us to engineer ··better·· systems lt·om lessons learned from nature. There is still 
much to learn so we can more closely emulate nature·~ elegantly designed systems. thus 
necess itating continued research into thi s field. 
1.4.5 BEAM 
BEAM robotics forms a significant sub-di sc ipline or Biomorphic engineering. ho,,cver it 
is significant in that a large amount or activity in this area is carried out in non-academic 
circles. In particular. an e:-;tremel) active communit) or amateur roboticists has made 
significant contributions to the practical implementation and design of a veritable 
plethora of robots. From a research perspective. however. this can create difficulties due 
to the low level of academically- recogni ed published theoretical advancement carried 
out by such experimenters. Additionally. significant advances have certainly been made 
by notable --consumer robots·· such as the Robo apiens, BIO-Bug, and related robots, 
however due to the commercial nature of their designs. few results or theoretical resea rch 
have been made publicl y available. 
As a design philosophy, however, BEAM is well developed. and provides an interesting 
·'worldview·· combining biomorphic, biomimetic and mechatronic approaches. BEAM 
robotics requires an approach that considers all aspects of a robotic system as influencing 
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all other aspects - for example, adjusting the shape of the legs on a walker is as much 
''programming" the behaviour of the resultant robot as altering its controller (Geng, 
2007). This mirrors both the mechatronic approach of tight integration with the 
biomorphic consideration of an organism as an entire system. 
Additionally, BEAM also places considerable emphasis on aesthetics as a design tool - as 
many BEAM designs are biomimetic in nature, this draws off the observation that many 
natural systems not only work well, but also look good - function follow form. However 
the inverse is also true, and many BEA M-designed systems are relatively minimalist, 
allowing form to follow function, with little extraneous --eye candy'' or non-functional 
cosmetic components (Tilden, 1997). As an example of thi s, the Robosapiens 2 
consumer robot has what appear to be purely cosmetic kneecaps on its legs; on closer 
observation of the walking robot however, it becomes apparent that these kneecaps form 
an integral part of its walking gait. 
Many of these principles are expressed by BEAM 's name. a very flexible acronym from 
which several apt descriptions of thi s design philosophy have been constructed, 
including: 
• Biology, Electronics. Aesthetics. Mechanics 
• Biotechnology Ethology Analogy Morphology 
• Building Evolution Anarchy Modularity 
The first of these is the most commonly used acronym to describe the field due to its 
broad scope, as many of the other ·'backronyms'· describe only particular facets of the 
philosophy in detail. 
Another distinguishing feature typical of BEAM designs is the lack of a microcontroller. 
The primary reason for this is. in following the philosophy of elegant imitation of nature. 
it is more suitable to employ neural controllers (Bain, 2004). While in amateur circles it 
is common to construct the desired artificial neuronal network from discrete components, 
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a significant level of research into aVLSI has been undertaken by the neuromorphic 
community. and is relevant for academic resea rch into complex BEAM ··organi sms .. . 
An important aspect of BEAM design philosophy is the di stinction between designing 
robots as creatures instead of machines - organi sms in stead of automata. As described by 
Ti Iden (2004 ). robots have been developed th at are urvival-. as opposed to task-. 
oriented - and as such are des igned to a) require some resource to ··survive .. . and b) 
employ some strategy to acquire thi s resource. 
A practical exa mpl e of the poss ibilities of thi s approac h to robotic design is the BIObug -
a commercia l toy developed by Tilden. The BIObug ,, as produced in severa l different 
--spec ies.. (eac h with an identifying co lour). each with different behavioural 
characteristics. Two of these --species .. were coloured blue and red - blue bugs are --right 
handed .. and can onl y ap proac h --food sources .. (i.e. an IR transmitter) by orbiting in a 
cloc b, ise direction: red bugs lacked this trait. and could direc t! ) approach a food source. 
The resulting behaviours of thi s comb in ati on bear ee ri e si milarit) to the behaviour of 
natural creatures. Blue robots tended to c luster aro und th e IR ··food .. sources. jostling !or 
position. while their red cou nterpa rts tended to make hi gh -speed passes to\\ards the food 
source. Amazing!) . the blue bugs would then tend to c luster around such an intruder and 
force it away from the li ght source. before returning to the feeding circle . As Tilden 
(2006) describes it a .·· ... j ust one of a billion experiment I've done \\l1ere the behavior 
is obvious to a child . but alas. mathematicall y intractable despite the minimality of the 
control and sensor networks:· 
1.5 Neuromorphic Walking 
As outlined earlier, neuromorphic eng111eenng focuses on technologically emulating 
neuronal & sensory systems found in natural organisms. When thi s approach is applied 
to the stud y of legged locomotion. the author proposes that thi s requires special 
consideration . Particularl y, thi s approach requires that neural systems responsible for 
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walking in an organisms must first be studied in a "mechanical context" similar to that of 
the organism concerned. Only then can meaningful exploration or conclusions be 
pursued with regard to constructing knowledge relevant to walking as a whole. 
This view is supported by Lewis et. al. (2003) and others, and is a corollary of physical 
computation. As summarised by Lewis, physical computation refers to the common 
natural theme of simplifying control requirements by employing mechanical structure 
which effectively provide computational assistance/complexity to simpler neural 
behaviours. The physical dynamics of the mechanical context in which a controller is 
embedded thus has the potential to exhibit significant influence on the overall behaviour 
of the robot, justifying the examination of the mechanical context in this thesis in order to 
provide a platform for future work with the intended v-net controller. 
In natural organisms. two predominant walking paradigms exist: reactive walking, and 
CPG-driven walking (Geng, 2007) Most creatures employ one or the other of these 
methods. or a combination of the two. 
As an example of predominantly reactive walking, Cruse et. al. ( 1998) point out that a 
significant body of research has suggested that stick insects (Carausius morosus) have no 
central rhythmic generator to control their walking. Rather, purely reactive models have 
been created which accurately model the walking behaviours of such insects in slow 
walking gaits. Cruse models the stick insect walking controller as consisting of three 
distinct networks: one to perform the forward return "swing" leg movement, one to 
perform the driving "stance" leg movement, and a "selection" network to switch between 
the two as the leg reaches the extremes of its motion. These networks exist 
independently for each leg, and although some synchronisation between legs occurs 
during stick insect walking, each leg is capable of perform steps without any central 
driving factor. 
Contrast this form of perambulatory control with that discussed by Duysens et. al. (2002). 
It is pointed out that many "higher" organisms rely not on purely reactive systems, but 
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rather have some form of central rh ythmic controller which "manages" the walking 
behaviour of the orga ni sm - a Central Pattern Generator. or C PG. This may range from 
relatively simple neuronal networks in organi sms such as the Sa lamander (Aoi & 
Tsuchiya. 2006). to more complex mammals such as cats (Duysen . 2000). Regardless of 
the co111plexity or arrangement of these networks. they all serve the same purpose - to 
generate and regul ate patterns of motor impul ses to regulate walking. 
However. rather than exhibiting a pure approach. many natural orga ni sms empl oy some 
combination of these t\\ 0 control techniques . For example. Geng (2007) summari ses 
results confirming the existence of both CPG and reaction-based contributory syste111 s to 
walking in cats . In thi s case. CPGs are located \\ ithin the sp inal co lumn . and provide 
"hi gh leve l" motor control to the \\alking. \\hereas reac ti ve systems manage some lo\, er 
level functionality. such as 111 aintaining a walking ga it despite a limb encoun tering an 
obstac le. 
1. 6 Nervous Network 
1.6.1 Introduction 
Nv-networks were developed as a techno logy by Mark Ti lden & Brosi Haslacher during 
th e 1990s. at Los Alamos at ional Laboratory. in the USA. Stemming fro m resea rch into 
non-linea r oscillators (T ilden. 1997). they quickly rea li zed the potent ial of thi s 
technology for nove l forms of controllers and sensory processing. The BEAM design 
approach was developed by Mark Tilden during thi s time. and remains a predominant 
school of thought in the development of Nv-net based robots . 
1.6.2 Nervous Neurons 
An Nv-neuron consists of a hi gh-pass RC fi lter attached to the input of Schmitt trigge r 
inverter logic gate, shown in Figure 4 below: 
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Figure 4: Nervo us neuron (Solarbotics.net) 
1.6.2.l High-Pass RC Filter 
A high-pass RC fi lter is a simple passive network that "b locks" low frequency signals by 
means of a capacitor. It can be analysed as a simple vo ltage di vider, providing that the 
complex impedance of each component is considered. not j ust the rea l resistance (i. e. 
impedance= res istance + j x reactance). Thi s ca lculation is shown below as Equation I : 
X ,1 = R 
V-X 
·: V = ' " (Voltage di vider equation) 
0 X +X I <I 
~V= V, -X I? 
" V X 
~V= {) 
.I\ < + II 
V, · R 
I 
R + -
OJ · C 
V, ·OJ· R ·C 
.·.V,, = l +OJ · R ·C 
Equation I: Output voltage of an RC Hi g h Pass Filte r 
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1.6.2.2 Schmitt Trigger Inverter 
For the Nv-neuron implementation used in this project. the Schmitt trigger inverter was 
replaced by a Schmitt triggered A D gate with its inputs connected together - this is 
computationally & log ically equivalent to the inverter <.:omponent. The characteristic 
curves as defined by the chip·s datasheet (avai lable at: 
http://!ibrary.so larbotics.net/datasheets/M M74HC 14.pd t) are shown below in Figure 5: 
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Figure 5: ch mitt-Trigger In verter Threshold Voltages 
A schmitt-tri ggered circuit impli es that. in signal processing terms, it has some degree of 
--memory ... as it exhibits hysterisis - the switching thresholds are different depending on 
whether the input is a rising or falling edge. As can be seen in Figure 5 above, Y.r. is the 
threshold vo ltage for a falling input signal, and VT+ is the threshold for a rising input. 
This behaviour significant ly increases the noise tolerance of a circuit, as well as all owing 
the component to --fuzzi ly'· re pond to real input as well. 
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1.6.2.3 Combined Behaviour 
In order to express the behaviour of the entire neuron. it is necessary to combine the 
individual behaviours of the individual component present in the neuron. The 
behaviour, assuming a compatible input from an identical neuron "upstream''. is shown in 
the fol lowing diagrams : 
V,,, (t) = V,, (- u(t - / o) + u(t - 11 )) 
u(t) = {O, t < 0 
], / ~ 0 
0 
V,, (t) = - V (-e-(,-,,, ) l 
II RC 
(v,, + Vu ~
1
- )) . e -(,-,,) 
RC 
. I < /1 
• I > l 1 
V,,,,. ={:: . I 1 < I < I 2 = V, , (- U (t - I 1 ) + U (t - I 2 ) ) 
t2 -t1 =-RC·ln 
v,, 
( 
- ( 1r 1,, )) 
V, '" 1- e 11< 
Eq uation 2: Voltage Response ofa Nervo us Neuron 
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Figure 6: Voltage Respo nse of a Ne rvous Neuro n 
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The following implications are evident from the preceding equations and figures: 
• As expressed by these equations, the neuron wi ll only become "acti ve" when there is 
a change of states at the neuron 's input - more precisely, a fa lling edge. 
• No matter what type of pulse is input to the neuron , the output will only be one of two 
things: 0, or a "square" pul se with a duration related to the amplitude and "frequency" 
of the input pul se. 
• Likewise, no matter what kind of pulse train, si nuso id . or other periodic signal is 
input to the neuron , the output will be onl y one of two possibilities - a pulse train of 
frequency and duty cycle related to the frequency and amp I itude of the input, or 0. It 
is also likely possible to --saturate'' an v-neuron wi th a su itab le hi gh frequency 
input. however thi s case is not relevant to thi s thesis. and will not be considered. 
Of particular note is the nature of the RC circuit - unlike trad itional u-neurons (i .e. 
·'neural neurons'', the type com monly used in classical neural networks) , wh ich 
predominantly employ integrative & summative techniques to process their inputs, Nv-
neurons employ a differentiator in their input path. The resul t of thi s is that v-neurons 
are effectively edge triggered, as the neuron's response wi ll be based on the first 
deri vati ve of the input signal. 
One result of thi s is that Nv-neurons are very tolerant of both static biases and low-level 
noise, while still remaining sensi ti ve to signals of the --correct'· fo rmat. 
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1.6.3 Nervous Networks 
1.6.3.1 Bicore 
As its name impli es. the bicore consists of l\\O v-neurons connected in a loop topology. 
This circuit represents the simp lest possible Nv-net topology: however its behavioural 
patterns can be exploited to control robots at many leve ls of complexity. particularly if 
multiple bicores are coupled together. rhe schematic of' a typical bicore net\\Ork is 
shO\\ n in Figure 7 belO\\ : 
G ~1 [~~~-~ ~1 J 1 1 
Figu re 7: A t:vpical Bicore Nervous Network Ci rcuit (Solarbotics.net) 
Ir each neuron is treated as having a binary state ( I = ·activated· = output lo\v. 0 = ·off = 
output high). the bicore net\\Ork can be sh0\\11 to only produce the follO\\ing ··binary .. 
net work states: 
State Neuron I Neuron 2 
0 0 0 
I 0 I 
2 I 0 
,., I I .) 
Table I: Bico re Netwo rk States 
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The "states'' 1 & 2 are equivalent, as they each represent onl y one --active'· neuron on the 
network. Thi s circuit thus has only one stable mode of oscillation (with respect to neuron 
excitation) - in order for the bicore circuit to be useful for more complex applications, it 
must be used in a coupled network topology. 
1.6.3.2 Quadcore 
The quadcore is an v-network that follows the same basic loop topology as the bicore; 
the quadcore is however made up of four neurons. The schematic for the quadcore circu it 
is shown in Figure 8 below. 
Figure 8: A typical Quadcore Nervous Network Circuit (Solarbotics.net) 
The equivalent .. binary'· analysis of a quadcore network yields Table 2: 
State euron 1 euron 2 Ne uron 3 Neuron 4 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 
2 0 0 I 0 
,., 0 0 I 1 .) 
4 0 1 0 0 
5 0 1 0 1 
6 0 1 1 0 
7 0 I 1 1 
8 1 0 0 0 
9 1 0 0 1 
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10 I I 0 I I 0 I 
11 ! I 0 I I I I 
' 
I 
12 I I I 10 0 
13 [ I I 0 I 
14 I I I 0 
15 I I I I 
Tllble 2: Qulldcore Network S tates 
Thus there are only six di stinct pattern . that can be present in the network· s operation. 
on ly two of \\hich represent a stable net,\ork state: 5. and I. This being the case. the full 
state diagram for the quadcore net,\ork is in the Figure 9 fo ll owing: 
-+ -nndc 111achi11c 
Figure 9: Input/output behllviour (llttrnctor dillgra m) for ll Qulldcore Nervous Network 
(Rietnrnn et. lll., 2003) 
While a simple robot (such as the context studied by this thesis) may use only one of the 
"behaviours .. represented by a particular pattern/rhythm present on the network. more 
complex controllers may utilize the additional possible patterns to provide advanced 
functionality & adaptive behaviours. Research by Tilden & Haslacher ( 1995), the 
founding researcher of the v-neuron technology. proposed chaos theory as a potential 
I 
I 
I 
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means of understanding the operation of v-nets, and Rietman et. al. (2003) developed a 
model based on necklace functions; neither of these are complete, however, and thus 
research is ongoing into the theoretical underpinnings of nervous networks. 
1.6.3.3 Other Topologies 
Other topologie have been developed to exploit the behaviour of nervous networks, 
varying in size, complexity and the difficulty of their analysis. A short list of some of the 
principal alternate topologies not already discussed is shown below: 
• La rge Rings 
Topologically identical to the bicore and quadcore designs discussed earlier. these 
networks si mply include higher numbers of neurons . For all such networks with 
an even number of neurons. their behaviour is similar to the smaller networks 
di scussed earli er, however significantl y more complex (Rietman et. al., 2003). As 
the network grows. the number of stab le states able to ex ist on the networks grows 
super-linearly. Particularly, these networks rapidl y become very di fficult to 
analyse, as their phase-space grows exponentially with the m1mber of neurons. 
• Odd-numbered networks 
Little work has been done in analyzing rings of v-neurons containing an odd 
number of neurons. however a brief exploration was published by Rietman et. al. 
(2003). They demonstrated that. while observed network behaviour appeared to 
be chaotic, there may be some form of underl yi ng order. A stati stical anal ysis 
(Autocorrelation function ; lag represents time-di stance for correlation) undertaken 
to determine whether the neuron states were purely random showed a small. but 
statistically significant. skew in the correlation distribution . This is shown in 
Figure IO below: 
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5-nodc ring 
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Figure 10: Autol'orreh1tion Function plots for :--neuron Nv-neh,ork compared to Random 
(Rietman et. al.. 20030) 
50 
M an> current model s or N v-nets do not dea l w ith the behav iour of odd-numbered 
net\, ork s. and thus there is little or no resea rch into their behaviour and 
applicati on. HO\\ ever considerable \\ Ork \,ill be needed to understand \\hethcr 
use ful \\ Ork can be ex tracted from thi s type of topo log}. 
• Wave Proces or 
Wh ereas v-nets such as the quad core use a fo rm o r one dimensional coupling 
bet\\een neuron ( i .e. eac h neuron is connected 10 onl y one other neuron in each 
directi on). the .. \, ave processor .. type topo log) emplO) S a two dimensional 
··hexagonal I) beaded .. gr id or lJllaclcor e,·. It is proposed b) I aslacher & T il den 
( 1995) that thi s topo log) may be ideal fo r mode l ing fluid dynami c problem ·. 
• Coupled Ring 
In order to derive more complex behav iours th an can be obtained from a ingle 
v-net in tead of increas ing the number of neurons seriall y in the loop o f the 
network. a second loop can be placed in para I lei w ith the first. By vary ing the 
level of connectivity between the rin gs, it is poss ible to vary their interaction and 
the resulting behavi our of the overall controll er structure. 
60 
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Coupled rings suffer from rapid growth of their phase-space, as the number of 
'' layers'' increases, additional to the complexity caused by the number of neurons 
ion each of the constituent loops (Ti Iden, 2006). 
1.6.4 Applications 
Since its development, nervous network technology has been employed in a diverse range 
of applications, particularly in those area where conventional control techniques have 
had little success. One example of this is in the development of microsatellites to stud y 
the magnetosphere, a project undertaken at the Los Alamos ational Laboratory. 
Moore et. al. ( 1998) developed this system. designed to be deployed as a cloud of small 
satellites to perform measurements of the strength and direction of the earth's magnetic 
field. each satellite serving as a ··pixel", all owing a three dimensional. real-time map of a 
portion of the earth's magnet ic field. Nervous networks were used for the control of 
these sate llites, as their analogue design allows them to operate within the ··flow·· of the 
surrounding environment. rather than being limited by the time-discrete nature of digital 
algorithmic control. 
Particularl y, nervous networks were used in this application due to their inherently 
adaptive nature, allowing for a system that was much more capable of responding 
"naturally'" to changes in its capabilities and the environment around it than traditionall y 
designed systems. 
Another example of this is the development of biomorphic robots for the purpose of 
detecting and remov ing UXO - Unexploded Ordinance. such as mines or unexploded 
shell s or bomblets from cl uster munitions. UXO is a major log istical and humanitarian 
problem across many areas that have experi enced wars and armed conflict in the past 
(Nicoud, 1997). Currentl y. the onl y UN approved method of mine removal is a slow and 
labour-intensive process undertaken by human s. As thi s process is both very tedious and 
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also dangerous to the individual s performing it, the development of a robotic tool to assist 
in thi s effort has been a major research goa l in recent years. 
Nervous network based designs have been proposed for thi s task due both to the 
adaptab le nature of the controller. and because of the typical minimali sti c design of such 
robots. The lightweight design of the robots a llows them to with stand considerable 
buffeting from an1 ordinance exp losion. and their ada pti ve characteristics all ow the robot 
to compensate for any damage caused by such detonati ons. One tri a l of a hexapedal 
\\alker used in this app lication operated b) ··stomping .. across a XO-covered area ,, ith 
the intent of tri ggering detonations - altho ugh the robot lost several legs throughout the 
trial. it was able to successful!) adapt to eac h loss. and refo rm a capab le walking ga it 
\Vith eac h ne\\' leg topology (Ti lden. 1995). 
Another applicat ion area in ,,hich the minim al istic nature of nervo us net\\ Ork-based 
designs is uset·u1 is in the development or commercial ··to:·· robots. Tilden. particularly . 
has been ve ry succc s f'ul in the adapta ti on of' thi s technolog) to .. to)· · robots. ,, hi ch often 
have robust capab iliti es that are d iffi cu lt to similar ly imp lement using pu rely traditional 
robotic techniques. Examples of this include the Robosapiens - a series of capable 
humanoid wa lkin g robots - the FlyTech Dragon fl) - a biomorphic ll ye r that .flaps i ts 
1l'i11gs - to name a few. The Robosapiens. the fl agship model of robot produced by 
Ti lden. is designed to be easil) ··hackab le .. b) amateur roboticists. and as such se rve as 
si mple field testbed for amateur experimentati on and modification . The simplici t) and 
elegance of the biomorphic design techniques used in the development of these robots 
means that the Robosapiens. a humanoid wa lking. is ab le to wa lk out of the box in a wide 
range of situation and surfaces, for around Z$200, whereas a comparable ··class ical" 
humanoid. such as th e Pirkus robot (www.robot-labs.jp). costs around 2$3500. requires 
extensive programming and robotic knowledge in order to effect competent walking. and 
is limited in the adaptability of its wa lking algorithm s by the capabilitie of its onboard 
processor. 
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1.7 Summary 
The study of robotic walking has a rich and varied history, and many design 
methodologies have been explored and/or created in the pursuit of this goal. A 
significant body of contemporary research , however, has focused on imitating nature 
more closely, both mechanically and with respect to controller, sensor and actuator 
design. 
ervous networks are a powerful and developing technology that employs non-linear 
dynamics to extract useful work. They are capable of producing competent biomimetic 
behaviours in many applications, and have demonstrated great potential for the 
development of adaptive, bio-mimetic. robotic "organisms". capable of dynamically 
adjusting to survive rapidly changing, unpredictable environments. Additionally, long-
term study of Nv-neuron technology will likely result in the development of new 
mathematical techniques and theories in order to model and understand this type of 
neuronal controller. 
This Masters thesi s will explore & imulate the mechanical behaviour of a quadrupedal 
neuromorph which uses an Nv-net as its controller. The robot will only be considered at 
a geometrical level. with the controller and its expected behaviour providing contextual 
structure to the si mulations. The behaviour of the v-net core will not be analyzed. nor 
will the influence of the interface electronics between the controller and its 
actuators/sensors. This scope will produce useful & significant results to be produced in 
this rapidly developing field. while providing opportunities for future work to build on 
these results. 
